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Netwrix professionals speak about why visibility and governance are critical for organizations’

cybersecurity strategy



LONDON, UK, May 24, 2016 – Netwrix Corporation (http://www.netwrix.com), a provider of IT auditing

software that delivers complete visibility into IT infrastructure changes and data access, is hosting a

series of educational sessions at the Infosecurity Europe

(http://www.netwrix.com/go/info_security_europe_2016) in London, UK. Netwrix speakers Peter Smith and

Stephane Di Cesare will focus on why visibility is vital to maintaining a stable and secure IT

environment, and how it empowers organizations to ensure early detection of insider threats and mitigate

the risk of data breaches. 



TOPIC: Why Visibility is a Must in Your Security Strategy?



SECTION: Cyber Innovation Showcase



LOCATION: Olympia London, stand B80



TIME: 

Tuesday, June 7, 2016, 4:30 p.m. 

Wednesday, June 8, 2016, 4:30 p.m.

Thursday, June 9, 2016, 10:00 a.m.



SPEAKERS: 

Peter Smith, Regional Manager

Stephane Di Cesare, Sales Engineer



Additionally, Netwrix will run a live demo of Netwrix Auditor 8.0

(https://www.netwrix.com/auditor8.html), where visitors will have an opportunity to know more about the

features of the recent product upgrade. Netwrix Auditor enables control over changes, configurations and

access in hybrid cloud IT environments to protect data at rest regardless of its location. The platform

provides security analytics to detect anomalies in user behaviour and investigate threat patterns before

a data breach occurs. 



Predicting that more organizations would opt for cloud offerings, Simon Holloway, practice leader at IT

analyst house Bloor Research, said that hybrid cloud trend continues to gain some serious traction:

“Rather than putting all their eggs in one basket, hybrid has really helped cloud-based services seem

like less of a major leap into the unknown and we expect this to really aid adoption in ….. years to

come.”



To get more information about the event and activate your free Conference pass, please visit:

www.netwrix.com/go/info_security_europe_2016 (http://www.netwrix.com/go/info_security_europe_2016)   
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About Netwrix Corporation 

Netwrix Corporation provides IT auditing software that delivers complete visibility into IT

infrastructure changes and data access, including who changed what, when and where each change was made,

and who has access to what. Over 150,000 IT departments worldwide rely on Netwrix to audit IT

infrastructure changes and data access, prepare reports required for passing compliance audits, and

increase the efficiency of IT operations. Founded in 2006, Netwrix has earned more than 70 industry

awards and was named to both the Inc. 5000 and Deloitte Technology Fast 500 lists of the fastest growing

companies in the U.S. For more information, visit www.netwrix.com (http://www.netwrix.com)
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